learned context odor during deep-sleep. Zwaka and coworkers (2015) assessed learning and 59 memory consolidation measuring the proboscis extension response, in which, after a conditioning 60 phase -the association between a conditioned and unconditioned stimuli (e.g., thermal-sucrose 61 pairing) -bees were exposed only to the conditioned stimulus (e.g., thermal) in order to measure the 62 unconditioned response (i.e., proboscis response). 63
Pairing thermal-sucrose associations with the presentation of a context odor, Zwaka et al. 64 showed that re-exposing bees to the context odor (the one learned during the acquisition phase) five 65 times during the subsequent deep-sleep selectively enhanced the proboscis extension response (i.e., 66 the memory retention). This was not evident in a control group of bees exposed to a non-contextual 67 odor (paraffin oil, which is not perceived as an odor by the bees). This result suggests that the re-68 exposition to a contextual odor may improve retention of the memory encoded while smelling the 69 same odor. 70
However, this result alone was not enough to prove that sleep play a role in bees' memory 71 consolidation. Indeed, the observed performance improvement could have resulted from the mere 72 exposure to any (perceivable) odor during sleep, or from the exposure to the contextual odor 73 irrespective of sleep or specific sleep phase involvement. To rule out these possibilities, Zwaka and 74 colleagues (2015) addressed these confounding aspects through a series of additional experiments. 75
Overall, they showed that re-exposing honeybees during deep-sleep to a context odor improves 76 memory of the odor-paired material. They demonstrated that this effect is specific to deep sleep and 77 does not occur during wake or other sleep phases. Furthermore, they showed that this effect may 78 extend to the consolidation of "weak" memories (i.e., memory based on single-conditioning trials), 79 which are usually quickly forgotten (Müller 2012) . 80
Notably, these results are consistent with findings in humans. Indeed, it has been shown in 81 humans that matching a olfactory stimulus with target information (e.g., pairs of words, objects, 82 motor sequences), and then re-present the odor alone during sleep, facilitates memory consolidation 83 (Rasch and Born 2013) . Moreover, this process seems to occur only in specific sleep phases (i.e., 84 during N2 and N3 NREM sleep stages) and not in other stages or during wake (Rasch et al. 2007) . 85
Lastly, even in humans "weak" encoding may be enhanced after cuing re-exposition during sleep 86 (Creery et al. 2015) . 87
These similarities should be interpreted in light of some confounding aspects. For instance, 88 as already mentioned by Zwaka and colleagues (2015) , even though the bees were behaviorally 89 categorized in diverse sleep stages, and the successful re-exposition was performed during deep-90 sleep, we do not know whether this stage is the electrophysiological equivalent of the slow wave 91 sleep in humans. Considering that in humans odor presentation during deep sleep modifies sleep 92 features associated with memory consolidation such as EEG delta and sleep spindles activity (Perl 93 et al. 2016 ), further studies need to assess whether these sleep-related sensory processes are also 94 present in insects such as honeybees. 95
In addition, different sensory stimuli may affect sleep in specific ways depending on the 96 species-specific importance of sensory modalities. For example, in bees odors are detected by the 97 antennae, which project to the antennal lobes (i.e., the primary olfactory center) and then to the 98 mushroom body (MB), which is traditionally considered to be an associative memory network 99 functionally similar to the mammalian cerebral cortex, where higher-order processing of olfactory 100 stimuli occurs. In bees, a precise elaboration of odors is fundamental for surviving behaviors such 101 as navigating the environment, finding food, interacting with other bees, and finding a mate. Given 102 the key role of odors, and the olfactory system, in honeybees' survival, odors may be particularly 103 effective in modulating memories in this species. 104 Also in humans, odors have a great impact on memory encoding and consolidation, and 105 olfactory stimuli represent exceptional sensory stimuli for the lack of a necessary thalamic relay, 106 which guarantees a privileged cortical access, and for the fact that during the slow wave sleep the 107 functional connectivity between olfactory, limbic and cortical areas is enhanced ( 
